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A week ago I returned from holiday
in the Lake District where the weather
was cold and cloudy, but there was
plenty of hot and fiery news. Within a
three-day period we had a leadership
contest, a current Prime Minister ten-
dering his resignation and a new one
appointed, followed by a new Cabi-
net. Number 10 Downing Street was
clearly very busy. This ended a month
of turbulent home grown news. I am
still reeling from all the developments!

It was great to hear in the middle of
all the politics, that Andy Murray has
won Wimbledon for the second time,
and Johanna Konta has won her first
WTA title, the first british woman to 
do this since Sue Barker in 1977!

For the past 29 years I have made 
a Christmas card for the obstetrician
who cared for me resulting in the safe
delivery of our two sons. Each year 
I have created something a little differ-
ent to the last, just wanting to send
good wishes and always a reminder 
to my husband and I of that care we
received. So it was with great sadness 
a couple of months ago I learned from
his wife he had passed away. 

In writing to send our condolences,
I also sent a collection of my hand
made cards to her - how can one 
possibly say or do anything that will
be of comfort after a marriage of 50
years, full of so many memories and
happiness. However, her reply back
was so warm and I know they were
much appreciated. My pleasure was
in making and sending them to her
and hoping they would make a small
difference, and I now intend to pre-
pare a repeat parcel, but this time 
with lots of Christmas cards.

I know I’ve said it before, but such
small acts of kindness and love
demonstrated in card making can
make a difference in a world that can
at times seem rather unkind. 

This weekend (July 24/25th) Craft
Creations were really busy on The
Craft Channel (thecraftchannel.tv) 
with a Weekend Wonder feature,
where our Busy Penguins and Snow-
man, 3D découpage, card kits and
toppers were featured, along with a
range of A4 and A5+ festive papers. 

The selections were demonstrated
firstly by Dawn Bibby & Kevin Duala
then later by Wendie Rhodes and 
Debbie Greenwood, and they looked
absolutely stunning. We were shown
so many different ways of using and
combining the designs with glitter
stickers, glitter board, mirri papers
etc. It was great to see so many lovely
ideas in action, right there in front of
you, by someone who really enjoys
what they are doing.

Seeing Debbie Greenwood was a
flashback in time for me, as I remem-
ber her well from 1985 as a presenter
on the BBC’s Breakfast Time! 

The Craft Creations Facebook page
will alert you to upcoming shows. For
example, Shelley was showing a dif-
ferent set of products on Hochanda
on the Monday following the weekend
wonders. It’s all very exciting! 

I do hope you enjoy reading (a fairly
short version of) the Craft Creations
story (page 30), I found it fascinating
to ‘fill in the gaps’ about how things
developed over the years, and look
forward to what the future holds.



Beaded Heart
By Annette Hartley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CNT102CA4 Centura Pearl Platinum and
HEM01CA4 Hemp White.

Paper: CNT102PA4 Centura Pearl Platinum. 

Peel-Off Stickers: XL218U-02 Anniversary,
XL407U-02 Numbers & XL554U-02 Heart Borders.

Gems & Beading: GEM68 3mm Pearl White and
BEA60-01 White Beading x1 Metre.

Card Mount: SF06C-102 Platinum Centura Pearl.

TO MAKE THE CARD:
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Actual Size

Cut a 128mm square, and a 138mm square from
white card, then cut a 133mm square from platinum
paper. Matt these together in size
order and stick centrally onto the
front of the card.

While they are still on the sheet,
cut four heart border strips, begin
and end with a heart, making each
strip 13 hearts long. From one of
the unused borders, cut four little
sections (shown blue, right) to use
as corners.

Lightly stick one of the cut bor-
der strips along one side of the top
white panel, placing it about 2mm from the edge and

centred at the ends. Add a corner diagonally at each
end and adjust to fit if needed. Continue around 
the card to make the complete frame then press 
the pieces firmly in place.

Trace the heart frame, transfer to platinum card
and carefully cut it out. Add 13 double-stacks of
square sticky fixer pads (ADH18) to the back, roughly
where the ‘x’s are on the diagram, leave the backing
pieces in place for now. 

Fix one end of the beading to the back of the heart
at the red ‘o’ with the long end going over the left
side of the heart as shown by the arrow. Then simply
wind the beading around the heart, going between
the fixer pads and using the photo to guide you.
Don’t wind between the two pads at the bottom left
(shown with a red ‘z’). When you get back to the
start, cut the beading and fix the end on the back,
next to the start so you can’t tell where the join is.

Peel the backing pieces from the fixer pads and
stick the heart in place, centred from side to side 
and a little below centre to allow for the wording. 
The lower point of the heart needs to be about 20mm
from the bottom edge of the white panel.

Stick the large silver numbers ‘3’ & ‘0’ onto a scrap
of the centura card and cut carefully around each.
Add a good support of sticky pads to the back, just a
single layer this time, and stick them inside the heart
frame as shown (main photo).

Dot some small hearts (from the border waste) 
inside the heart frame and stick the wording in place.

Lifting the heart on pads allows the beading to be
wrapped around it, giving the design a very 3D feel.



Découpage & Toppers
By The Craft Creations Team
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DIE-CUT DÉCOUPAGE & CARD KITS:

These super cute penguins come as a lovely 3D
découpage card kit (PKDCD628), or you can buy
the sheet on it’s own (DCD628). The designs can
also be layered directly onto the paper and card
backgrounds sheets to make a stunning range of
mix and match designs. 

The penguin kit makes four fabulous, printed
and foiled cards. You can match any penguin
with any of the four front designs, and with any
little wording banner, offering great flexibility. 

Blue Cards - Penguins: PKDCD628
All the items needed to make these four penguin cards come 
inside the pack, except the peel-off stickers and gems, which 
we have added to show you different ways of embellishing your 
finished designs (you will also need basic tools and tape or glue). 
Christmas Tree: We chose the penguin with the red scarf to go
with the tree, then added some red gems onto the tree (GEM88)
and holly, (GEM85), and glitter snowflake corners (ZL806U-42). 
Presents: This time we picked the penguin with a green scarf
and simply added a glittery star border (ZL728U-42) along with
one of the wording banners from the kit.

Igloo: For this lovely igloo we chose the running penguin with the
stripey scarf, and used a plain wide glitter border (ZL711U-62).
Snowman: The purple scarf matched so nicely with the scarf on
the snowman, we just had to put these two together, and added
a star string border (ZL696U-62) onto the card edges. We added
another of the wording banners to the corner as well.

scarf, arm and hat, still keeping the paper all in one piece, then
added pads behind these areas to lift them before sticking onto
the card (SF06U-30), making it 3D without any real layering.
Oblong Snowman: This piece is cut from the bottom right and
matted onto ferro paper (F02A4), then onto the card (SL01V-70).

Everything is layered using
the decoupage designs on
top (DCD628 & DCD629)

Snowman And Penguins Paper - SR341P
This matching background paper features both the cute penguins
and the snowman, and is so useful. Here are a few of our ideas.
Bookmark: Cut from the top right of the sheet with extra snow to
the left, stick onto a bookmark blank (BK03U-73), trim to make
the tag shape and punch a hole in the end for the blue ribbon
(MTR01-350). Add a trail of snowflakes (XL697U-02).
Square Snowman: This scene is cut from the top left of the
sheet, I’ve cut neatly around the some parts of the presents,
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Busy Penguins - DCD628
If you opt for the découpage sheet on it’s own,
you still get all four penguins on the one sheet
and they come with pretty coloured borders
around each layer 1. We have chosen to match
the papers to their scarf colours for this very

cute little set. All the cards are the same (SF06U-30), and the lovely wording 
papers are all from one 6”x6” paper pack (PK727).
Purple Penguin: This design is matted onto white card, lilac glitter board, then
more white card. Layer 1 and the wording paper have sticker borders (XL632U-01).
Green Penguin: The design is matted onto gold ferro paper (F01A4) with two
green papers behind, which have sticker borders (XL632U-01). 
Blue Penguin: Layer 1 and the top section of blue wording paper are matted onto
gold ferro paper, the background panel has a straight sticker border (XL500U-01).
Red Penguin: Gold ferro outlines the design again with straight borders on the
paper. The greeting (XL830U-01) is on a piece of red ribbon.

Snowman (AP51U-73) below left: I made this rather cute card
with some odds and bits left over: the first layer of the snowman,
a bit of background paper (SR341P) and one of the penguins.
Snowman (AP51U-73) below right: This one is from the card
kit, but I’ve replaced the penguin with a topper (CDT582G).

Snowman & Gifts - DCD629
Green Card (SF13U-23): Layer 1 of the snowman and all the little
wording banners are matted onto red glitter board (GB05A4, use
a 37mm punch for the discs). The card is covered with a mix of
holly paper (SR275P) and wording paper (SR351P). Dotty borders
(ZL793U-44) support the banners, and the presents (ZL833U-44)
are stuck onto white card then cut out.
Frosty Blue Card (SF01U-30): A nice 70mm wide panel of frosty
blue striped paper (SR182P) covers the left side of the card. The
first layer of the découpage is matted onto blue glitter board
(GB11A4) then onto the card. A lovely mix of glittery blue, white
and silver snowflakes
(XL493U-02, ZL631U-57
& -82) make pretty trails
around the design, with 
a matching Christmas
greeting in glitter blue
below (ZL785U-57).
Purple Card (SF13U-30):
This time we have used a
mix of pale purple word-
ing paper (SR353P) and
narrow stripes (SR202P),
and a silver sticker covers
the join (ZL793U-42). 
The background papers
and design are matted
onto purple glitter board
(GB25A4). Starry night
ribbon (MTR44-00) is tied
in a bow with long tails,
and a few gems over the
knot (GEM16 & GEM65).
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WORDING TOPPERS:

These large wording toppers come in red/black
with gold (CDT583G) or frosty blue/black with
silver (CDT582G). With very pretty foil designs
around the edges they make simply stunning
Christmas cards. All the designs are shown on
SF06 size cards in white or black.

Wonderful Christmas (right): 
The red (SR342P) and green (SR343P) wording papers are both
matted onto gold ferro (F01A4) then offset onto the corners of the
card with poinsettias and dots (XL093U-01). The corners of the
topper are rounded before matting onto red paper (COL159PA5)
then onto a panel (CDD270U) which is first covered with gold
ferro paper. The panel is sticky fixed in place.
Great Christmas (below left): 
The background paper (SR182P) is bordered with silver lines
(XL632U-02). Poinsettia stickers go diagonally from top left to
bottom right behind the panel, the front bracts are coloured 
in (FXB139), with liquid pearl centres and dots around them
(LPL01959 baby blue, LPL02062 white & LPL28185 ocean blue). 

Christmas Wishes (above right): 
This card is covered with red stripe paper (SR211P). The red 
swirl paper section (PKBP910) is matted on, with wide stitch 
borders (XL827U-01) down the sides and narrow ones on the
stripe paper. The panel has a gold edge (XL500U-01) and is
backed with dotty paper (CDG159PA5) then sticky fixed in place.
The bow is tied from red organza ribbon (MTR06-250).
Wonderful Christmas (below left): 
A wonderful rich background paper (PKBP911) backed with gold
ferro sets this panel off really well. Gold snowflakes (XL442U-01
& XL493U-01) are added and the panel is matted onto gold ferro.
Season’s Greetings (below centre): 
For a light frosty look, the paper is pale blue (PKBP907) and is
edged with a silver border (XL632U-02). After sticky fixing the
panel in place dots of liquid pearl in blues and white are added
onto and around it. The large bow is tied from pale blue organza 
ribbon (MTR07-305).

Silent Night (below left): 
Black snowflake paper (PKBP909) covers the card with a neat
open frame cut from black card (VA031A5) and a silver star string
border (XL696U-02). The wording panel is sticky fixed in place
and has black diamond stickles glitter (STK017) over the berries.
Hark! (below right): 
The red swirl paper (PKBP910) is cut to leave a wide border
showing and outlined in gold (XL500U-01) and gold holly leaves
(XL443U-01) in the corners.

Deck The Halls (below right): 
The panel is matted onto red wording paper (SR342P) and gold
ferro paper (F01A4). Gold borders and corners (XL084U-01) are
added around the panel.
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PICTURE TOPPERS:

Very pretty sets of pictorial toppers with lovely
foiled edges. Each sheet contains 6 different
images on a theme (6 robins, 6 dogs, 6 santas
etc.) to make gorgeous little sets of cards.

Busy Robins CDT580G (SF11U-30): 
The two squares of wording paper (PK727) are offset onto the
card to make a pretty background. The borders (XL632U-01) are
in a square too with gaps where there is no paper, and the holly
leaves (XL443U-01) fit instead. The holly berries are infilled with
red liquid pearls (LPL02048), and the topper is backed with red
wording paper from the paper pack.

Busy Penguins CDT581G (SF16V-70): 
These penguin characters make such cute little toppers, we
couldn’t resist adding them to this range as well. The wording
paper (PK727) is outlined with silver deco borders (XL815U-
02), and blue ribbon (MTR38-44) added diagonally across the 

corners. The 
blue paper
(COL167PA5) is
punched with stars
and snowflakes
(PPU233, PPU234
and PPW146) then
backed with glitter
board (GB02A5).
Sticky fix this blue
panel, and the pen-
guin panel in place,
then dot around 
the punched stars
and snowflakes
with liquid pearl
paint (LPL02055),
dot this over the
blue ribbons too. 

Christmas Dogs CDT579G (SF06V-189):
The wording paper (PK727) is cut to leave a wide border of card
showing and edged with dotty borders (XL793U-01). The dog
panel is matted onto sticky backed vinyl (PXL00U-01). The card
is finished with a strip of moss green ribbon (MTR22-66) and a
folded bow with a gold gem (GEM80) on top. 
Santa Selection CDT577G (SF11U-30): 
The wide strip is made from layers of paper; gold ferro (F01A4) at the back
32mm wide, then two red papers from the wording pack (PK727), narrower
each time. A piece of 3mm red ribbon (MTR01-250) is added and tied in a
bow. The Santa panel is backed with gold ferro paper, and liquid pearl paint
is dotted onto the card (LPL02048 red & LPL28130 gold).
Christmas Cats CDT578G
(SF06U-99): 
Red weave paper (SR298P) gives
a textured look to the coloured
panel, which is outlined with 
gold borders (XL500U-01). The
thinnest borders are used to
make the strings with small stars
to decorate, and heart gems for
baubles (GEM81). The pretty 
red & gold ribbon is some that I
saved from a box of chocolates,
the colours were a perfect match
so I just had to use it. I made a
folded bow and added a heart
gem to that as well. The image 
is backed with gold crinkle paper
this time (MC01A5).



Dressing-Up
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CNT116CA4 Centura Black, STD04CA4
Stardream Gold and MIR01CA6 Mirri Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL583U-03 Flowers, XL769U-
03 Curl Swags and XL514U-01 Happy Birthday.

Gems: GEM55 2mm & GEM65 3mm Iridescent.

Ribbon Bows: BOW06-09 Black/White Dotty.

Card Mount: DEC1C-102 Centura Pearl Platinum.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Now use the flower heads to fill the space between
these pairs of swags along the sides, placing a large
one in the centre and a smaller one each side.

Use the same groups of three flower heads at the
top and bottom centre of the card, then add more
flower heads going out towards the four corners
keeping them roughly symmetrical. Add the waste
inner pieces from some of the petals, radiating out
from the larger daisies as shown.

Trace the complete outline of each black section of
both shoes, including the gold oblongs on the heels,
trace the solid white lines on the diagram too. Trans-
fer to black pearl card, pressing to indent the inner
lines (a ball embossing tool is good for this SBT101). 

Before cutting the pieces out, add stitch marks
each side of the upright lines on the backs of the
shoes as shown by the dashed lines (use a needle or
a fine pricking pen PAP48). Make another stitch line
along the top edge of each shoe, keeping quite close
to the edge as shown, then cut the shoes out.

Make the little gold heel pieces from Mirri card and
stick in place on the bottom of the heel where shown.

Trace the outer edges of the gold parts of each
shoe where showing, each one is all one piece, so

Outline the front of the card blank with swags
using a random mix of large and medium sizes, just
fitting them into the space to keep it really informal.

On both sides of the card, add another swag mid-
way between where the top and bottom pairs of
swags on the outer border meet. 

These fabulous high-heels with lots of sparkly
gems and pretty bows look just amazing, and who
doesn’t love a bit of glamour when dressing-up.
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VARIATIONS:

For the first of these two dress designs (previous
page), I’ve kept with the black and silver look. This
one has a touch of silver Mirri (MIR02CA6) on the
purse. Additional items needed are, 3mm black gems
(GEM66), 70mm wide black lace and 15mm black
satin ribbon (MTR22-85). The lace is stuck onto trian-
gles of platinum card before sticky fixing in place to
add depth to the corners. The clasp of the purse is
made from two gems.

This version fits the same card, but in a lovely pink
this time (DEC1C-126 Fuchsia) to brighten things up.
The gems are 2mm in a mix of colours to suit the de-
sign (Black, GEM56, Fuchsia GEM52 & the Iridescent
you already have) along with half pearls (GEM68). 
The sash on the dress is cut from card (CNT126CA4)
and edged with fuchsia gems and a black feather
adds a finishing touch. I’ve used narrow lace, with
layered card triangles over the corners once again.

join up the lines where needed to make a complete
piece. Transfer to gold Stardream card and cut out,
then stick in place behind the black of each shoe.

Add the 2mm and 3mm gems in the positions
shown on the diagram, then stick a bow to the back
of each shoe, the pearl is part of the bow. Sticky fix
the shoes in place. Add the greeting and a 3mm gem
to the centre of each large daisy on the border.

Actual Size



Transfer Foiling
By Pam Goodwin
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Black (or a dark colour) Cotton Velvet and an Iron
(without steam holes, a travel iron is usually best).

Iron on Vylene, Bondaweb and Baking Parchment.

Transfoils: These can be bought from many 
companies, including some supermarkets.

White and coloured Organza, Sequins, Jewels 
and Micro Glitter.

Sewing Machine (set up for free embroidery) and
Machine Embroidery Threads in Standard Colours
and Metallics.

Paper Punches (or you can hand cut shapes).

Card blanks with apertures: Try different sizes and
shapes, white and cream always look good, but
colours can work well too.

TO MAKE THE CARDS:

For these cards I like natural forms, seedheads,
flowers, butterflies, birds, fish and many more. 

The shapes that you are going to apply can either
be punched or cut by hand, from the bondaweb,
keep them fairly simple. As you can see from my
hand cut fish (below right), it is not worth using a
punch for simple shapes like this. 

On a spare piece of card, draw around the card
aperture, add 10mm all around and cut out to make 
a template. Use the template to cut a piece of velvet
and a piece of ‘Iron on Vylene’ to size, then iron the
Vylene onto the back of the velvet.

Punch or cut out lots of shapes ready to use for
your designs. The bondaweb is very thin, and paper
punches usually work best with something just a little
thicker, so add
a piece of
paper, or use
two bondaweb
layers, when
punching out
the shapes.

These glitzy designs are suitable for all occasions,
using a wide variety of starting points.
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You can also
overlap the foils
in bands to get
some interesting
colours. 

When the foiled part of
the design is complete,
you can add glitter, gems
or sequins. These can sim-
ply be sprinkled on and
any stray ones teased into
better positions, 

Place the velvet/vylene piece right side up on the
ironing board. Place the opened out card on top with
the velvet showing through the aperture. 

Arrange your bondaweb shapes within the aperture
making sure the rougher adhesive side is against the
velvet. When you are happy with the position of the
shapes, lift the card off. Cover the whole piece with
baking parchment to protect the iron, then with the
iron on ‘cotton’, iron over pressing firmly and keeping
it moving over the piece.

Very carefully peel the bondaweb 
off one of the shapes, this will leave 
just the sticky shape behind on the 
fabric. If you want the whole shape 
to be one colour, apply the transfoil 
over the shape, with the shiny, coloured 
side upwards (the back is always a dull silver). Cover
the whole of the fabric with baking parchment. 

Set the iron on number 1 and allow to warm up. Tip
the iron and use just the edge, taking it across the foil
over the sticky shape, have a look, and if it hasn’t
stuck, turn the iron setting up a tiny bit and try again
until you find the right setting. 

Once the foil is stuck, remove the baking parch-
ment and peel the transfoil off, this will leave the 
foiled shape on the fabric. 

The transparent top layer of 
the foil sheet will still be com-
plete, with a shaped gap in the 
colour layer where the foil has 
been used (a butterfly in this 
case). Keep this piece as you 
can use this area of the transfoil to get some interest-
ing mixed colours, as I have for these designs.

Peel the bondaweb off another shape and place
the used transfoil over it, so that part of it is covered
by foil and part falls within the empty butterfly area.
Iron as before and peel the top layer, your shape will
be part covered. Place a new piece of transfoil in a
different colour over the shape and iron it as before.
Your shape will be complete, but in two colours. 

As you continue to use the transfoil you will quickly
get more foil areas to use in this way, to make lots
more multicolour shapes.
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When all the free embroidery is complete, you can
stitch sequins and beads for the flower centres on
top of the organza. 

Don’t be afraid to use darker mounts, they can 
be less distracting than the contrast with the pale
colours and can show off the designs really nicely.

I do hope you enjoy this
series of cards, I really 
enjoyed making them and 
experimenting with differ-
ent shapes and colours.

Cover the whole design with organza, which
should be slightly larger than your fabric. If you feel
you need to, you can tack the layers together, to stop
any ‘bits’ escaping before machine stitching. 

Put the feed dogs down and machine embroider
your design quite freely, being careful to avoid any
beads or gems. I use a mix of colour and metallic
threads, but more often metallic, and usually two or
more different colours within each design. 

Instead of showing the whole card, some of the
designs are shown really close-up to enable you to
see all the little details more clearly.

Butterflies: In general, use mixed colour foils to make
the butterflies more colourful. Stitch over the butterfly
outlines and the antennae, and make fairly defined
swirl patterns in the wings, using maybe two different
colour threads. Make swirly stitched trails over the
background. The large panel (top left of previous
page) is about 12cm x 18cm, with five butterflies, this
is to help you to see how it all goes together.

Fish: You only need the basic fish shape, then em-
broider the fins and tail. I’ve used overlapping, verti-
cal bands of coloured foil for the body. You can also
add thin strips of organza over the whole design to
give the feeling of seaweed and movement. The eye
is stitched round a couple of times then filled using
purple thread, which is also used for the fins and tail.
On the body of the fish, I’ve used gold metallic thread
with purple in the bobbin on a loose tension, so it
shows between each stitch, giving a couched look.
This is also used for the outline and to add more de-
tail to the tail and fins. Purple is used in vertical lines
on the background for the seaweed.

Flowers: Outline the flowers and leaves, and add
veins. A losely shaped outer line a few millimetres
away can look very nice with flower designs (below).



Beautiful Butterflies
By Gwen Doyle
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR280P Vine Pattern and
SR255P Words on Cream.

Paper Pack: PK723 Just for You 2 (Butterflies).

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-01 Borders, XL704U-
01 Narrow Corners, XL461U-01 Pattern Borders,
XL285U-01 Wording and XL556U-01 Butterfly.

Card Mount: SF03V-67 Hemp Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

These sweet butterflies in beautiful pastel shades
are cut from paper sheets and little bodies made
from stickers complete each one perfectly.

Draw a gently curved line from the top left to bot-
tom right corner of the front panel. You may like to
practice on a spare piece of card first, then cut that
and use it as a template, especially if you want to
make more than one card. Trim the panel carefully
along the curved line.

Cover the inside back panel with wording paper
and add a narrow corner about 4mm in from both

edges at the top corner.

The easiest way to 
get a matching curve on 
the vine paper is to cut
the paper to the same
size as the shaped front
panel. Place this on top
of the panel, offset it
until it looks right (see
below), then trim the
straight sides along the
darker line shown before
sticking it in place. 

Cut out four butterflies in different colours. I’ve 
left out the cream as it’s quite similar in colour to the
background. Cut carefully around the antennae keep-
ing just a little background as well to thicken them
slightly, this won’t notice on the finished design.

Place the butterflies along the curved edge of the
vine paper making sure the centre of the antennae
and the dip in the wings are centred on the cut line.
Stick each in place by the body only.

Add a narrow border along the straight edges of
the vine paper. Then starting at the bottom of the
curved edge, curve a length of border up to the dip
between the butterfly’s wings. Cut the borderline
here, then snip off a single diamond & oval from the
pattern border and stick onto the bottom butterfly. 

Take the borderline from the top of the diamond,
over the centre line of the antennae, curve along the
paper edge, and into the dip of the next butterfly.
Continue like this adding the bodies and borderline 
to the next three butterflies, and up to the corner.

Finish with the wording at the bottom left corner
and add a tiny butterfly or heart next to it.



...And All That Jazz
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

30mm
Centre CentreCentreCentre Centre

75mm

159mm
107mm

258mm
196mm

325mm 95mm

REG02A3 Smooth White Card.

Mirri Card: MIR01CA5 Gold.

Kaskad Paper: KA024PA4 Black.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
XL136U-01 Musical Instruments, 
XL815U-03 Deco Borders, 
XL816U-03 Deco Flower Corners, 
XL823U-03 and XL824U-03 
Upper & Lowercase Alphabet.

Reminiscent of the Jazz Age, this
card is great for music lovers and
‘deco’ fans alike! The silhouettes are
striking and can be cut from just one
piece of A4 paper, though you may
want a second just in case!

panel as shown, place them 2mm in from the top 
and side edges or fold lines for the inner panels. 

When the card is displayed (above), the vertical
deco borders on each panel are clearly visible and
need a solid block at the bottom, so they all match.
Place each border, from the very bottom of the card
(no gap), but 2mm in from the side, up to the deco
corner and trim the long border where they meet.

Carefully align border stickers between each pair 
of corners along the top, keeping a solid block in the
centre of each panel, I’ve added a yellow arrow on
the diagram to show this. 

Before folding the card, gently slit these border
stickers with a knife where they cross the folds to
stop them from distorting and coming away.

Stick the saxophone, clarinet and trumpet onto
gold card and cut out as neatly as possible.

Trace and transfer the four figures onto the back 
of the black paper then cut them out.

Begin by trimming the A3 white 
card along one edge to make it 203mm x 420mm. 

For the neatest finish you will need to crease the
card on alternating sides. Using the diagram below
mark the first, third and fifth lines (shown green) on
the card in pencil, this will be the back of the card. 

Now turn the card face up, flipping it top to bot-
tom, and mark the second, fourth and sixth lines
(shown blue) on this side still measuring from the 
left edge. The last section will be 95mm wide.

Score along each line on the marked side with a
knife and ruler or a scoring tool. 

With the card face up, fold it concertina style mak-
ing hill folds on the green lines and valley folds on 
the blue to match your scoring. The 75mm section is
at the front and the 95mm is flat at the back. Open
and close the card a few times to wear the creases 
in and help the card retain its shape when open.

Open out the card as shown below and stick deco
corners to the top corners of each panel or double
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Actual Size

Take some time to position the
musicians and singer so they look
really good when the card is open,
revealing all four of them at their
best. 

When you are happy with the posi-
tions, stick the singer down on the
last panel. Stick all the musicians in
place on their panels, leaving the arms and hands free so the instru-
ments can be slipped into place between them. 

Place the instruments over the corresponding figure, you want the
hand with distinct fingers over the instrument and the less distinct hand
behind (see main image). When you like the position stick the instru-
ments, hands and arms to the card blank.

Add the ‘...and all that Jazz’ text to the tops of the panels 30mm from
the top edge (see diagram) and near the right of each panel. This card
will fit into a standard ENV01 or ENV07 when folded. 

Left: On this card (SF01U-30) I have simply divided the front panel
with the borders to make two sections and added one of the musicians
and the singer, giving them both little ‘platforms’ to stand on. Using the
waste pieces from a gold deco corner sheet and the musical notes from
the instruments sheet adds to the classic deco look.



Birthday Owls
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

THREE IN A ROW:

TWO LITTLE OWLS:

Creative Papers: SR263P Pale 
Brown/White Dots and SR264P 
Brown/White Dots.

Card: RKR01CA4 Ribbed Kraft, 
CVS01CA5 Value White and 
CVS02CA5 Value Cream.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL408U-03 Happy 
Birthday and XL537U-03 Trellis Flowers.

Ribbon and Twine: MTR48-85 Black 
Organza and JT01NATU Natural Jute.

Wooden Shapes: ACC2295 Sleeping 
Owls and CHA1563 Brown Owls, 
ACC2180 Alphabet Letters.

Wobbly Eyes: ACC035 Mixed 4-6mm.

PPW004: 52mm Circle Punch.

PPW301: Corner Rounder (Optional).

Card Blanks (to make all 3 designs): 
SF13U-99 (x2) and SL10U-99 (x1) Ribbed Kraft.

These little wooden owls look just lovely,
used with kraft brown card, natural jute and
contrasting dotty papers.

Cut a 190mm square of white dots on pale brown
paper, cutting evenly around the rows of dots. Stick
onto the middle of a large square kraft card blank. 

Next make a 145mm square of white dots on
brown paper, cutting evenly around the rows of dots
again. Attach just below the first row of dots on the
paper below, and central side to side.

Cut a 125mm square of kraft card and wind a
length of natural jute twine three times around the
card about 30mm from the bottom edge, sticking 
the ends on the back. Take a 50mm length of twine
and tie on the front in a single knot over the top
string about 30mm from the left edge.

Punch or cut a 50mm circle from cream card and
stick it onto the panel about 20mm from the left edge
and with the lower edge tucked just under the top
line of twine. Fix three owls evenly along the twine.

Tie a short length of twine into a neat bow and
stick (glue would be best for this), at an angle to the
top right corner of the panel, then stick the panel
onto the centre of the card using sticky fixer pads.

Use the other large square card for this design.
Round off the open corners on the front and back
panels of the card.

Cut a 155mm x 185mm piece of white dots on
brown paper and round off all four corners. Stick this
onto the front of the card about 2mm from the fold,
which will be the top edge.

Make a 130mm deep x 160mm wide panel of kraft
card with the lines going vertically. Round off the cor-
ners then wrap a length of black ribbon around the
left side fastening the ends on the back. Cut a short
extra length and tie in a knot on the ribbon. Place it
up near the top as shown, you will be able to slide 
it up and down along the ribbon for positioning.

Sticky fix this panel onto the dotty brown paper,
placing it just above centre, you should see two rows
of dots around the top and sides, and three rows
along the bottom.  

Refering to the picture (bottom right of next page),
choose the vine with the rounded flowers (shown
green). Position on the craft panel as shown, with the
stem end about 22mm from the bottom of the kraft
panel and the flower end overlapping the brown dotty
about 45mm up from the bottom edge of the panel. 

Stick a ‘Happy Birthday’ sticker onto a 35mm x
60mm piece of kraft card and attach centrally to the
pale dotty section under the main panel of the card.
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BIRTHDAY OWL:

A
ct

ual

Size

Round the open corners of the smaller card blank.
Cut an 85mm x 110mm piece of white dots on pale

brown paper, stick this centrally from side to side 
and about 15mm from the fold. Cut a panel of white
dots on brown paper to 75mm x 100mm and stick
centrally on top of this.

Next cut a 65mm x 90mm piece of white card.
Take the vine sticker shown brown (below) from the
sheet and position it carefully across the panel as
shown, the lower flower should be about half way
across the edge of the panel. Trim off both ends, 
discard the flower trimmed from the top and stick 
the stem piece across the top of the panel as shown.
Stick the owl in place and glue on wobbly eyes. Now
stick this centrally onto the dotty background.

Cut a 17mm x 105mm piece of white card, and
stick a small piece of white dots on brown paper 
to the left end. Add a birthday sticker and make an
inverted point in the other end 10mm deep. Attach 
to the card below the owl panel.

Punch small holes to the left of the card at about
40mm, 46mm, 90mm and 100mm from the top edge
to run alongside the owl design. Thread lengths of
natural twine through the holes and tie in bows on
the front of the card.

Fix two sleeping owls in place on
the vine and then glue wobbly eyes
onto each owl. You can get similar
owls with open eyes (ACC2296), then
you wouldn’t need the wobbly eyes,
but I like the extra sparkle they bring
to the design. 

Cut a piece of kraft card 20mm
deep x 90mm wide with the lines
going horizontally. Make a mark in the
centre, 10mm in from the right-hand
end and cut to a ‘V’. Stick a ‘Happy
Birthday’ peel-off in place then layer
onto cream card and cut around it
leaving a 2mm border. Stick this onto
brown dotty paper leaving a 3mm 
border this time then stick in place
above the owls.

Using the diagram below centre, cut
two arrows from kraft card with the
lines going horizontally. Place these
onto the card blank, below the worked
panel, with one pointing left and one
pointing right as shown (don’t stick in
place yet). Spell out ‘OWL’ between
the arrows with wooden letters, then
when you are happy with the position-
ing, stick all the pieces in place. 



Oriental Double
By Barbara Parker
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

34mm

2mm

98mm

63.5mm

20mm

24mm

Diagram 1 - Actual Size

Creative Paper: 
SR096P Very Light Rainbow.

Any Thin White Card. 

Peel-Off Stickers: XL408U-03 Happy 
Birthday, XL530U-09 Bamboo, 
XL618U-09 Oriental Lady, XL632U-03 
Borders & XL737U-09 Plum Blossom.

Colouring Pens, Pencils or Markers.

Card Mount: DE02U-45 Hammer White.

Just like a mirror image, everything 
in this design is perfectly symmetrical,
using these wonderful oriental stickers
and a bit of neat colouring in, which is
so popular at the moment.

Cut a 120mm x 170mm (HxW) piece of rainbow
paper from the section where the pink blends into
the peach, with the colours going horizontally.

Stick the pink/peach paper centrally onto the flap be-
hind the aperture with the pink edge towards the bottom
when the card is folded as shown and opening correctly.
Unfold the card and place so the paper is showing with
the pink edge towards the bottom. 

It’s really important to keep the pieces upright and in
the correct positions as there is only 2mm between the

closest point on each lady and all the pieces do
fit quite closely together.

Make some small marks on the paper where
shown (diagram 1) to guide you for positioning
the stickers. All dimensions are from the left edge
or the bottom edge of the card, not the coloured
paper. Repeat all these marks on the opposite
end of the card, measuring from the right side
and bottom edges this time.

Only the bamboo is added at this stage, not 
the ladies. There are only two large bamboo
pieces on the sticker sheet. Place one each side
onto the background paper using the marks 
and the actual size photo (bottom of next page) 
to guide you for position. Fold the card over to
check they look right before pressing them firmly
into place. 

Choose two oriental ladies facing in opposite
directions and stick them onto thin white card. 

All the tree pieces from the plum blossom
sheet are used, shown coloured (diagram 2, top
of next page), you will need another small branch
(this is on the oriental lady sheet) to pair with the
single orange branch shown. 

These are shown in position on the card, see
diagram 3 (to guide you later) but you need to
stick them onto thin white card first as follows. 
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x

x

Diagram 3

Actual Size

Actual Size Photo

Diagram 2

Begin with the higher pink section
on the sheet (right). Towards the bot-
tom of the trunk there are four in-
dents in the bark. Twist the sheet so
the pink trunk is vertical, then while 
it is still on the sheet, trim the sticker
in a nice straight line along the lower
corner of the last indent (pink line). 

Place the trimmed pink piece onto
thin white card, with the trunk verti-
cal, leave enough space above and
below for the other pieces. Draw a
vertical line on the card from the two
outer points of the trunk (pale green
line diag. 3) and use this as a guide
when sticking the other two pieces.

Stick the blue piece above the
pink, overlapping ‘exactly’ as shown,
and with the side of the flower just
over the drawn line. Trim off the little
triangle marked with a blue ‘x’ so the
trunk looks neat. Stick the orange
piece on, overlapping ‘exactly’ as
shown, then trim the small piece off
at the orange ‘x’. Repeat for the op-
posite side with the other pieces. 

Colour in all the pieces on thin
card including the ladies, using the
photo for colours, then cut them to
the sticker edges. Colour the bam-
boo stems directly onto the back-
ground paper where they are. 

Stick the ladies onto the graduated
paper using the marks made earlier
for position then fold the card and
stick the flap closed. 

Add the narrow black border stick-
ers neatly around the aperture.

Use thin sticky fixers (ADH27) to
fix the trees each side of the mount
positioning them as shown. Stick a
black/gold dot into each corner of
the front panel and add the greeting
to the top and bottom borders.

If you have problems with your
hands and are unable to cut neatly
around the stickers, all the pieces
can be stuck directly onto the card
and coloured in. Colour the bamboo
before adding the trees as the little
flowers overlap them.



Cute Colourables
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Colourables: PK783 Baby Animals.

Colouring Pens, Pencils or Markers etc.

Creative Paper Pack: PKBP905 Rainbows.

Kaskad Paper Pack: KASPA5 (a nice set of
colours, useful for panels, punching, borders etc).

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL843U-62 50mm Numbers 1-4
(Choose ZL844U for 5-9 and ZL845U for 0s),
ZL795U-62 Birthday, XL563U-02 & XL564U-02 
Upper & Lowercase Alphabet.

Card Mount: SF01U-35 Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Following our last Colourable article where the
colouring was explained in depth, I thought I would
concentrate on the making of the cards this time.
These are all coloured using FlexMarker pens but you
can use any other method, whatever suits you best.

Your set of baby animal images can be coloured in
a realistic(ish) manner or in as wild and imaginative
colours as you wish. I found I wanted more grassy
pieces than came with the pack but you can easily
cut extra ones freehand from coloured card.

Zebras: Take a sheet of light rainbow paper from the
pack, trim to 100mm wide x 195mm deep, and with
the pink at the top, stick to the card about 3mm from
the top and left edges. Colour the two mid height
grass strips in medium and deep green, and the
tallest strip in bright green. Trim all the strips to
105mm wide and add the tall strip to the card, with
the top of the grass about 65mm from the bottom of

the card. Sticky fix the large zebra in place. Add the
paler medium strip over the bottom of the feet, using
sticky fixers again. Stick the smaller zebra to the
shorter grass and use sticky fixers behind the head.
Sticky fix the last strip of grass and add the large
number, happy birthday and message to complete.

Ninja Turtles: I had some fun with these little turtles,
colouring them to match the Ninja Turtles, the ban-
danas don’t come in the pack, I’ve just drawn my
own directly onto each turtle using black pen. Colour
the bandana, toes and the rim of the shell in the indi-
vidual "Turtle" colours. Trim the turtles to make four
panels 58mm wide x 48mm deep and mount onto
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strip of grass, trim it to 95mm wide and
sticky fix along the bottom edge of the
panel. Add a gold peel-off line around the
brown panel and along the lower edge 
of the grass. Punch or cut balloons from brown green and orange paper, add
the number stickers and arrange on the left side of the card, using narrow
borders for strings. Add the lettering and wording.

Tiger & Lion: These two little designs (previous page,
SF07C-153 & SF07U-35) are put together in a similar
way using a mix of grass strips and hand cut grass.
I’ve made a ‘shadow’ number 4 by sticking the glitter
one slightly offset onto a copper number 4. it is 
easiest to do this while the copper one is still on the
sheet, then transfer them to the card together

Elephants: Cover the front of the card (SF06U-30)
with rainbow paper (SR115P) with the red to the top
graduating down to the yellow at the bottom. Cut the
grass (SR119P), begin at the green edge and work 
up the paper, make five 40mm deep strips giving you
shades of pretty greens. Trim one edge of each of
these to a grass effect. Stick the palest grass across
the card with the top about 60mm from the bottom
edge. Sticky fix the front facing elephant (from the
mixed animal sheet) to the right side of this. Add the
next palest strip of grass, use double-sided tape
along the straight edge and just leave the top edge
free, placing the tops of the grass over the elephant’s
feet. Add the larger, side-view elephant to the left 

side of the card, then another
two strips of grass, in the
same way as before. Add the
small elephant then the last
strip of grass. 

Baby Bricks: The bricks on
this card (SF01U-35) are cut
from pink Kaskad, with white
fronts and pink paper sides
and tops added to them. I’ve
used a mix of different baby
animals and coloured them 
all in shades of pink. The
heads (and front legs on the
tiger) are also layered up
using more images from the
sheet. The edge of the card 
is punched with hearts and a
pink strip placed behind. 

matching coloured Kaskad paper. Make a panel from green and
black paper to fit the card (SL10U-35) as shown, the left edge 
is about 25mm from the fold. Add the four turtle panels. Back a
bottletop banner with a 37mm circle of green paper and sticky
fix onto the card as shown.

Giraffes: Colour one large and two small giraffes. Cut off the
tail of the right hand giraffe and re-attach it to the other side of
the body to mirror the one on the left. Cover the card front
(SF06V-70) with blue to yellow very light rainbow paper. Cut the
grass from two different Kaskad greens. Cut the back grass to
about 50mm deep and stick across the bottom edge of the
card. Add the giraffes, using sticky fixers. Add the front grass,
about 35mm deep, using sticky fixers along the bottom edge,
allowing some blades of grass to cover the bottom of the feet.

123 Tortoise: Cut the card around the tortoise to 75mm wide x
70mm deep, stick it to a piece of brown Kaskad paper and stick
to the right hand side of the card (SL03V-71). Colour a narrow



Robot Shaker Card
By Jane Hennis
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

This little robot is great fun, he is decorated with glittery
squares, his arms are hinged and best of all, those beads in 
his tummy make a lovely noise when you shake him.

Creative Paper: SR233P Cogs & Gears.

Mirri Card: MIR02CA4 Silver.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL743U-53 Computers, XL715U-03 
Birthday, XL500U-03 Lines and XL764U-03 Cogs.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Seed Beads: BEA04 Black and BEA07 Pearl.

Brads: BRD101 6mm Silver.

ADH38 Sticky Fixer Roll.

Card Mount: SF01V-66 Hemp White.

Use a ruler to keep the lines nice and straight when
tracing, and a knife and ruler when cutting the robot, panels
and frames at every stage as you go along. 

Trace the robot along the blue line (just inside the black
line) except at the top, bottom and fold lines, where you
should trace along the single black line shown. 

With the card folded, place the tracing with the 
marked fold line along the fold on the card and aligned 
at the top and bottom edges. Lightly stick in place, 
transfer the outline to the card then remove the tracing. 

Keeping the card
folded, cut around the
left side of the robot
and the space be-
tween the legs going
through both panels.
Unfold the card and
cut away the card at
the right side of the
robot on the front
panel only.

Cut a piece of cog
paper to 68mm wide 
x 203mm high. Open
the card and stick the
panel, aligning it along
the cut edge of the
robot’s leg, see the in-
side photo at the top
of the next page. Run

a wide black sticker line along both side
edges of the cog paper, and one more 
about 1mm from the open end of the card. 

Cut a set of four complete ‘Happy Birth-
days’ from the border wording and stick 
into the white space at the right. Add a dash
from the computer sheet each end of the
wording as shown (main picture, above).

Trace the robot shape along the black
lines on the diagram, so he is slightly bigger
than the card, include the ‘frames’ for the
head and body, and the lines across the top
of the feet. Transfer the outline to the back
of a piece of silver mirri card and cut out.

Score lines onto the robot; vertical ones
above the head, and horizontal on the neck
and legs using the dashed red lines on the
diagram to guide you. Leave the score lines
on the feet (shown green) as they go on 
the next layer, which will be added later. 
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RED & GOLD ROBOT:

Inside Photo

Fold Line
Fold Line

Actual Size

Cut some cog paper
to fit behind the head
and tummy frames,
making them just a
touch smaller than
the outer line. Stick
these onto the sil-
ver robot shape. 

Following the
main photo add
the one piece cog
frame onto the
tummy paper with
a black/silver dot
from the computer
sheet in the centre of each cog.

Use the same tracing of the robot to
make silver frames for the head and
body, then make the two silver feet.
Score the feet as shown and sticky fix
in place. Cut acetate windows to fit
behind the frames and stick one onto
the back of each. Add sticky fixer
pads to the back of the head frame
only and stick in place on the robot,
keep the other frame aside for later. 

From 10mm wide strips of silver
card (you can use the spare piece cut
from the centre of the tummy), cut two 30mm
lengths for the upper
arms and two 38mm
lengths for the lower
arms. 

Make two 23mm 
silver circles for the
hands, mine are die-cut
and embossed to give a
line about 2mm in from
the edge, which adds a
little extra detail. You
can simply punch them
instead if you don’t
have a die-cutting sys-
tem, and the exact size
is not important. 

Cut a roughly quar-
ter-circle segment from
each disc, this looks better 
if you cut in without meas-
uring so they are not 
identical.

Punch a small hole at
both ends of each arm
piece then punch one
hole in each hand oppo-
site the cutout segment
and one in each of the
top corners of the
tummy frame. Push the

Instead of making him part of 
the card, in this version, my robot 
is lightly stuck in place with just one

fixer pad in the middle, so he can be taken 
off after the event and
played with.

Extra materials re-
quired are a red card
SF01U-49, gold cog
paper SR232P, red
dotty paper CDG159P,
gold seed beads BEA34,
red & gold Mirri card
MIR01CA4, MIR06CA4.
The extra stickers are;
borderlines XL500U-01,
computers ZL743U-51,
cogs XL764U-01 and
numbers ZL405U-54.

This robot has 25mm
punched discs for his
hands with 15mm gold

ones on top. His arms are fixed in
place because he has sticker dots
instead of brads at all the joints.

I’ve run a medium gold sticker
line around the inside 
of the head frame, and
a wide line around the
tummy frame. The left
side of the card is cov-
ered with a strip of red
dotty paper before the
cogs are added.

brads through to assemble the arms, then at
the corners of the frame to attach them to
the robot. 

Add lines of sticky fixer tape to the back 
of the frame making sure there are no gaps
(so the beads can’t escape), keep aside for 
a moment. Make a small heap of beads in 
the centre of the tummy, well away from the
frame edges, then fix the frame neatly on top.

The face and button detail on the robot are
from the computer sticker sheet. The mouth
is half a computer disc and the little squares
are keyboard pieces cut into strips or individ-
ual squares. The larger blocks are drive bays,
cut from the computer cases where needed,
and for the legs, cut down the centre as well.

When the decoration is complete,
stick the robot onto the card.

Open the card and finish the inside
as shown (above left). The birthday
sticker is ZL625U-53, or you can cut
one from the border sheet.



Flower Arch
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Card: CRC265P Pastel Brown Stripes,
CRC006P Deep Green and CRC263P White Dots
On Pale Brown.

Creative Paper: SR005P Pale Green, SR006P
Deep Green and SR071P Green Texture. 

Peel-Off Stickers: XL237U-01 Happy Birthday,
XL500U-01 Borders and XL702U-01 Dragonflies.

Paper Punch: PPW622 33mm Cherry Flower.

Flowers: FLW02-04 & 15 Cream and Yellow Rose
Buds, FLW04-04 Cream Roses and FLW28-08
Pink Roses.

Gems: GEM06 Flower Gems, GEM67 3mm Clear,
GEM60 3mm Gold, GEM61 3mm Pink and
GEM71 4mm Pink. 

3mm, 4mm & 5mm Half-Pearls In Pale Colours.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Trim a 10mm wide strip from the brown striped
card to make the sheet 200mm x 297mm. Mark the
centre of the card, then score and fold in half. 

Run a sticker border around the
front panel of the folded striped
card 5mm in from the edges. Cut 
a piece of brown dotty card to
125mm x 175mm. Sticky fix this
centrally inside the sticker border.

Place the tracing paper over the
arch diagram. Mark the top cor-
ners and trace the curve. Mark 
the centre of each circle showing
the positions of the flowers. 

Cut a piece of deep green pat-
terned card to 125mm x 160mm.
Place it upright, and on the back
mark a line 20mm in from each
side going from top to bottom for
the uprights. Place the tracing on
top and mark the curve and flower
dots onto the card.

Cut the uprights of the arch 
with a knife and ruler, just up to
the curved line, then cut along the
curve to finish. Use a pokey tool 
to make a hole through the card
for each flower stem. 
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VARIATION:

Trim the flower stems to about 20mm as you go,
After pushing each stem through, make sure the
flower head is against the card, fold the stem down
and stick it to the back of the card using a dab of
UHU black top glue (ADH01). 

Refer to the diagram for colours. Push a yellow
bud through each of the small yellow dots, and a
cream bud through each small cream dot. Then 
a cream rose through the medium cream dots, and 
a pink rose through each pink dot. Scatter a few
small pink gems to the left and gold gems to the 
right amongst the flowers.

Put plenty of large sticky fixers (ADH05) on the
back of the arch and stick onto the front panel align-
ing the top and sides with the dotty panel already in
place, it will be about 15mm short at the bottom, 
this will be covered by the grass later.

Cut eight stems from green texture paper. The
exact shape isn’t important but they should taper 
towards the top, I’ve given you a couple of examples
(below) and the tops of all of them (for positioning, 
if you need it) on the main diagram. 

The small leaves are made by punching flowers
and trimming into individual petals (see main dia-
gram), but they can be drawn freehand instead or
traced. You will need twelve bright leaves, and ten
each of dark and medium. 

Arrange the stems and stick them in place. Posi-
tion the small leaves starting with the top ones so
they overlap each other in the right direction, glue
only at the pointed end so you can lift the tops up a
little. Work your way down using the photo for guid-
ance and ensure the ends of the stems are covered.

Use mixed size coloured pearls and 3mm clear
gems for the flowers. Position them as in the photo
with larger pearls to the bottom of the stems, getting
smaller as you go up. Scatter a few more clear gems
around the leaves. Add two small dragonflies and 
the birthday greeting as shown.

Make the grassy base from green texture paper
tracing from the diagram below. Place large sticky
fixers along the bottom of the piece and stick in
place aligning the bottom and sides with the dotty
card. This will cover the short ends of the arch. 

Stick a flower gem at the very bottom left of the 
left leg of the arch, tucking it under the grass, and
add another just above it and in the middle of the leg
from side to side. Add six more flowers to the front 
of the grass as shown in the photo.

This card has the same arch and grassy front as
the main card but worked in deep, dark black, this
striking fairytale silhouette has a very different feel
from the main card.

Use a black card (SF01U-35), and a purple/blue
background (CRC117P) with a black arch and black
grass. I didn’t have any pearl gems to match this
colour scheme, so I used Liquid Pearl paint instead
(LPL28130 & LPL28215). This does an excellent job
and you can vary the dot size endlessly, creating
trails of small dots going down towards the base.
Just make sure they are dry before touching them.

Draw a silhouette on a hill giving it a wide base so
the ends will tuck under the sides of the arch. Add
tiny purple dots about the window and draw faint
pencil swirls around them.

Sticky fix the black grass in place and add dots of
Liquid Pearls in gold and purple to either side going 

up onto the arch. 

Decorate the sky with tiny dabs
of gold pearl paint and black star
peel-off stickers (XL591U-03). 

With a black pen, draw a couple
of thin swirls climbing up the tow-
er edge and finish with a birthday
sticker (XL705U-03).



Cutting & Crafting
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THE MACHINE AND ACCESSORIES:

SBGC001 - Grand Calibur Machine (now in teal) 
Comes Boxed With: Machine and Handle; 
Base Plate A (Grey); Embossing Plate B (Pink);
Cutting Plate C (White); Rubber Embossing Mat 
(Tan) and Quite Comprehensive Instructions.

N.B. 3D Em-bossing Fold’ers and M’Bossabilities 
Embossing Folders require the Adaptor Plate D 
(Raspberry) available separately: SBGC008.

USING THE MACHINE:

Die-cutting machines can be so useful and you can
get amazing results, once you get going they are
quite addictive. The die-cutting itself is just the 
beginning, you can often emboss the shapes too,
and there is so much crafting to do afterwards. 

If you have ever considered trying one of these 
machines, but it all seems too technical, you are not
alone. I hope my hints and tips will give you the con-
fidence to get started. I use a Spellbinders Grand
Calibur machine, but most work in a very similar way.

I’ve had my Spellbinders Grand Calibur for nearly
four years and it has been in regular use for most 
of that time. Before I invested in my machine I did
plenty of research and found many online tutorials. 
I recommend Christina Griffiths video: ‘The Grand
Calibur Explained In Simple Words’ on youtube.com.
She is a UK International Ambassador for Spell-
binders and really knows what she’s talking about!

First Some General Advice:
1. It’s a good idea to give the base a wipe with a
damp cloth now and again as stray glitter, dust or
paper fibres can affect adhesion.

2. Waxed paper placed between the die and the card
before cutting can help release the more intricate
shapes from the die.

3. Roller pressure tends to be greater at the sides
than in the middle therefore place intricate 
dies to the sides of the plate 
to achieve the best cut.

4. Very intricate dies may 
require a second pass 
through the machine.

5. Using a piece of thin 
card as a shim on top of 
an intricate area can help 
with any hard-to-cut parts.

6. To prevent dies slipping on the card or plate (espe-
cially if cutting multiple shapes) use tape to hold
them in place.

7. Both sides of the cutting plate are equally usable
but a good tip is to reserve one side for cutting
white/cream card only, keeping it cleaner and free
from dark paper fibres.

Cutting Dies:
There is an ever increasing range of die templates on
the market in a huge variety of shapes, sizes and
styles. All are designed to cut (though the cutting
edges are not sharp) and many have decorative 
details to emboss and/or colour.

A few nesting die sets are a good way to start build-
ing a collection. I use this type more frequently than
any others because they’re great for matting and 
layering as well as creating interesting apertures 
and frames.

Die templates can also impress detail into card with-
out cutting out the actual shape; probably their least

remembered feature.

Technical Information:
The Grand Calibur is a hand oper-

ated die-cutting machine.
When you first get your 
machine you will need to 
attach the handle by simply
pushing it into the hole on

the right hand side. The handle 
itself has a very nice tactile feel.
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TO MAKE THE CARD:

CRAFT CREATIONS CARDS:

MATERIALS FOR MAIN CARD (PINK):

Card: POP02A4 White (or similar) and 
STD35CA4 Stardream Azalea.

Creative Papers:  SR081P Pink Flowers and
CP311G Pink Stripes.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL306U-01 Mothers Day.

Spellbinders Dies S5-160 Opulent Ovals and 
Shapeabilities Blooms 3 (not C.C. codes)

Distress Ink pads: Aged Mahogany (brown) and 
Victorian Velvet (pink).

Pink half-pearls and a Small Pink Feather. 

An Old Fashioned Picture.

Card Blank SF13U-61 Textura Bright white,

It is portable and sturdy, weighs 
about 4.35kg and has a carry-
ing handle. It is held firm to a 
smooth desk or worktop by 
the suction base-plate oper-
ated by a lever on the front of 
the machine. Approximate 
dimensions including the 
handle are 40 x 16 x 20cm.

Easy to follow instructions 
are included as well as the 
three plates, and a rubber mat 
needed for embossing. Each of 
the plates is identified by a letter 
and are different colours for easy 
recognition. Illustrations on the 
pull-out entry tray (on the machine) are a useful re-
minder of the correct plates for each function.

The Grand Calibur works with most wafer-thin metal
dies. It will emboss various types of stencils, texture
plates and embossing folders up to A4 size. A sepa-
rate adaptor plate ‘D’ is necessary for certain folders
(SBGC008 purchase separately - see picture above).

Die-Cutting and Embossing:
The die and the card are layered between the base
plate and cutting plate according to the instructions.
This ‘sandwich’  is inserted into the mouth of the 
machine and passes through by turning the handle:
the cutting takes place by the pressure exerted from
the internal rollers.

Embossing the shape isn’t essential, but will add an
extra dimension where there is detail in the die: Keep
the cut shape in the die and on the grey base plate
‘A’ with the cutting edge up, then remove the cutting
plate ‘C’ and replace with the tan coloured rubber
mat, add the pink embossing plate ‘B’ on top of that.
Insert this sandwich into the mouth of the machine
and turn the handle to pass it through once more. 

Colour applied through the die with chalks, inks etc.
enhances details. 

Cut a 185mm square and a 130mm x 155mm ob-
long of azalea card. Cut a 180mm square of flower
paper and a 125mm x 150mm oblong of stripe paper. 

Chalk or ink the edges of the panels with pink. 
I only coloured the larger panels but you can also
colour the smaller ones if you like. 

Stick the paper squares together then stick them
centrally onto the card blank. Matt the oblongs to-
gether and then onto the card placing them 14mm
from the top and 16mm from the open end.

Use the largest oval to die-cut and emboss onto
white card, then use the next largest oval with azalea
card. Colour around the edges of the large oval in
pink to highlight them, then add just a little touch of
brown over the top.

You will need an old fashioned photograph of a
pretty girl/lady. I got my picture off the internet, but if
you have an old family album, you may find you have
ancestors who fit the bill, a photo of your mum when
younger may work very well. Always copy the photo,
don’t use the original. 

Position the next size-down oval die over the
printed image, draw lightly around the outside edge
in pencil then cut by hand to give yourself a slightly
larger shape than the cutting edge would give you.

Carefully ink the edges of the image in brown and
matt onto the pink oval, then mount onto the white
oval with sticky fixer pads. Stick this to the middle of
the rectangle. Add the wording stickers.

Die-cut (or paper punch) two large and one med-
ium flower from white card and colour the edges 
and gently over the petals to create a mottled effect.
Stick the gems in the centres. Add the flowers to the
bottom left of the frame in a cluster and tuck a pink
feather behind to finish.

The following cards (by C.C.) demonstrate ways of
using a similar nestabilities die (SBS4356 floral ovals,
this is a C.C. code) to give you more of a feel for how
this type of die can work nicely with different papers.
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This first card (SF13U-56, above), made in cream
and gold uses metallic crinkle paper (MC01A4). This
paper die-cuts and embosses very nicely, but it
doesn’t have much rigidity so wouldn’t be great for
lifted panels. The paper square is edged with a gold
stamp pad, and dots of liquid pearl paint add some
lovely dimensional detail (LPL28130) on the flower
centres and around the fabric leaves.

The dark card (SF13U-35, top right) is made with
the second largest oval, cut from stardream paper
(STD01PA4). The stardream paper cuts and em-
bosses well and is fairly sturdy for layering. On this
design the decorative edge of the oval has been
trimmed off then straightened out, so it crinkles along
in a fairly straight line and is then tucked under the
side of the photo. The floral medallion is finished with
silver braid over a background of black glitter board.

On this design (SF01U-35, right) the frame is
punched from black mirri card using the largest oval.
Mirri card cuts and embosses really well, though the
plastic coating means it can require several passes
through the machine before it cuts completely, espe-
cially for more intricate shapes. A piece of fine silver
braid has been threaded through the holes of the 
oval then tied in place with a bow. 

All cards and papers cut and emboss differently
with varying degrees of success and its worth testing
what you want to use before beginning your project.
Thicker card might require more passes through for
both cutting and embossing and its always worth
factoring the paper coating, especially those with a
plastic coating, like mirri.

Glitter board cuts better than glitter paper which
has a tendency to get caught in the die and tears as
you try to remove it. It produces lovely dramatic
frames, but it can be hard to get all the glitter off your
plates and (especially) off the rubber mat, so you 
may want to avoid using this particular material with
your brand new plates, maybe wait until they are 
getting old and worn, and you have a spare to hand.

We thought we would add these onto the end of
Sue’s article as we are about to bring out a lovely set
of vintage pictures very soon, which will be perfect
for this project, three of which are shown here.



Patterns In Lace
By June Kelley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: MIR01CA4 Gold Mirri and 
CEM04A4 Linen Cream.

Micro Glitter: GLI100 Gold and GLI103 Crystal.

Photomount Sheet: PTM01.

Approx. 55mm Wide Lace.

Gold Gems: GEM58 2mm and GEM60 3mm.

Ribbon: MTR02-810 Ivory 6mm.

Dies/Punches: Hearts (mine are 50mm, 35mm 
and 15mm Sizes) and 15mm Double Numbers.

Card Mount: SF06U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

These gorgeous glitter patterns are made from
lace, but there is no actual lace on the finished cards.

Cut a piece of photomount to cover the lower part
of the card front, this should be about 10mm deeper
than the lace to give you a good size border from the
scalloped edge to the bottom of the card. Make it a
little wider too, so you can trim to fit at the sides.

Stick the photomount onto the folded card, over-
lapping the edges at each side, and by about 1mm 
at the bottom. Leave the top backing on for now and
trim the photomount to the card edges.

Peel the top protective backing sheet from the
photomount. Stick a piece of lace onto it, align at the
top and overlap at the sides. Place the backing piece
from the photomount over the lace, smooth it down
with your fingers, then remove the backing again.

Sprinkle the gold glitter over the photomount and
press with your fingers until it is firmly covered. Tap
the excess glitter off onto a piece of paper and return
it to the pot. Remove the lace pulling cleanly in one
direction. Add the crystal glitter, pressing into place
as before, then tap off the excess. You will now have
a lovely glitter lace pattern on the card. Stick a line of
ribbon neatly along the top of the photomount.

For the hearts, cover the cream card with photo-
mount before cutting, then cut in three different sizes
in a mix of gold and cream. Glitter the cream ones
with lace as before. Stick the large gold heart to the
card then overlap using sticky fixers for the others. 

My die-cut numbers come as pairs to make an
outline set. Cut the wide numbers from cream card
and stick in place. Cut narrow ones from photomount
only, cover with glitter and stick onto the wide ones.
Add gems around the hearts as shown.

Left: This pattern is made from a square of photo-
mount with the centre cut away to make the frame.
The lace needs cutting to an angle at each corner 
so there is no overlap. The black theme does give a
slightly sombre effect, but is perfect for a birthday
that comes at a very difficult time, just change the
colours for a ‘happy’ birthday. This would also make
a lovely sympathy card with a change of wording. 
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As the company grew, our house was soon full to
the brim with stock, and lots of orders were winging
their way to happy customers.

We soon realised it was not going to be possible to
continue to work from our home, and rented business
premises in Ruskin Road, Tottenham. At first this was
just a small unit in Harpers Yard, but as the years
passed we gradually took one, then two more units
until eventually we had them all. 

So, we now had our own card making, die-cutting
machinery, a studio for photographing products for

It is with great sadness that after the next issue
(the Christmas edition, always our favourite), we say
goodbye to the Craft Creations Magazine, which has
been such a wonderful way of keeping in touch with
so many of you. 

We started the
company way back
in November 1985,
working from our
house in Edmonton,
North London. It
was a huge step for
us, and with little
money for invest-
ment we started
with just a few
products; paper and card and some card blanks,
these were made for us as we did not have the facili-
ties to make them ourselves at that time. 

With a small advert placed in Popular Crafts maga-
zine, our products began to sell, and we gradually 
increased the range of colours and sizes and added 
a greater variety of items, becoming more confident
as we discovered just what those early crafters were
looking for, many of whom are still customers and
subscribers of the magazine today.

the catalogue, and a print room to print products
such as découpage (just the classic at that time of
course), tea bag papers etc. 

Our packing department was small but serviceable
with a two man team, and of course Parcelforce now
came and picked up the orders from us, a wonderful
change from all those trips to the post office each
day. Harpers Yard was in the middle of a terrace of
houses which simply bridged across the opening, so
you had to drive under an arch. 

Parcel vans are quite tall and on many occasions
we all had to go and stand in the back of the van 
on it’s way in, to add our weight, making it just low
enough to fit under the arch. Of course, once the
heavy parcels were on-board it would fit through
without any problems.

After 10 years in business we decided a Greetings
Card magazine would be the perfect way to help our
customers get the most out of our products. We were
also very curious to see just what you were all doing
with the products you bought from us, and what
wonderful creations you were making from them.
There were at that time no card making magazines,
ours was the first.

We wanted the maga-
zine to be mainly ideas
from readers, along with
some of our own ideas.
This would be a great
way of showing others
what could be achieved,
with instructions to
guide them along the
way, and hopefully
spark new ideas from
them, which they could
then send in to us for publication. So after a quick
survey to see if customers would be interested (a
very positive yes), the magazine was launched in the
Spring of 1996.
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Potential articles flooded in and we were amazed
to see all the fabulous, artistic ways you were finding
to use the products. Readers enjoyed it as much as
we did, and it became very popular, at it’s peak we
had 14,000+ happy subscribers. 

We eventually outgrew Harpers Yard and decided it
was time to move. In May 1997 we moved to our cur-
rent location in Cheshunt, Hertfordshire, with a whole
new building to fill and a larger showroom/shop for
visiting customers. 

Peel-off stickers were one of our biggest sellers
(and still are) and it wasn’t long before we had our
own machines to make them (see right), and became
the only company in the UK doing so at that time.

As a family business many of our employees are
also family members, but as we have grown, we have
of course, a larger mix of employees from the sur-
rounding area. When we moved to Cheshunt we had
around 20 employees, and as the business grew, we
eventually reached just over 100 employees.

Lots of other companies sprang up to emulate
what we were doing, larger companies began to sell
greetings cards, printed papers and découpage, with
the die-cut version becoming a really big thing. 

have internet access in particular, and it has been
very sad to read so many letters from distressed
readers. Thank you all so much for your amazing 
designs and your support for the competitions etc.,
over the years that the magazine has been with us. 

The magazine is actually quite a small part of our
business. We supply hundreds of Craft shops around
the country with a good range of products, and our
mail order side is holding up well even in these very
difficult times, so it is of course business as usual.
We are still here, you can phone through your orders,
get help with any queries you may have, and we are
always happy to hear from you.

We have a thriving craft club, where lots of lovely
crafters come along and share a couple of hours with
us once a month. Club days are Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays, if you live locally and are interested in
coming along, please get in touch for more informa-
tion and we will try and fit you in.

We are also showing our products on TV which can
reach all interested customers, even those without 
internet access. It’s a great way to see our new prod-
ucts, and get some lovely ideas for using them, not a
perfect replacement for the magazine, but very useful
and interesting nonetheless. TV Channels are: The
Craft Channel (Sky 679, Freesat 818 and Freeview,
from September channel TBA) and Hochanda (Sky
633, Freesat 817 and Freeview 39).

So what does the future hold? Well if only we
knew, but we do feel very positive about it. There
may be a new catalogue next year (but no promises
on that, sorry), new product sheets are of course 
ongoing and come out as and when required. 

We are putting our heads together to come up with
ways of keeping in touch with you all and we do have
other ideas on the table. No firm conclusions as yet
but we will be in touch as soon as we have finalised
our plans. If there is anything you would like us to
consider, please let us know as soon as possible.

The demise of the magazine, although very sad,
opens up a new era for us, with more time to put into
developing new and exciting product ranges, and we
look forward to serving you for many years to come.

Then along came the economic collapse in 2008.
which hit everyone very hard. All sorts of large and
small businesses collapsed, evolved or disappeared.
Times became very hard for us, and for our cusomers
alike, many of whom no longer had any spare cash 
to spend on crafts and hobbies.

We survived all of this, allowing staff numbers to
fall in line with the reduction in business, but the
magazine was in difficulty, subscriber numbers are
dropping with every issue, competitions are less well
supported and fewer articles and profiles are being
sent in. But of course the amount of work, time and
money that goes into putting each issue together is
still the same.

So with around 3,000 subscribers left over the last
year or two, we had difficult decisions to make, even-
tually we came to the conclusion that we have no
economic choice but to let it go. We do understand
how much this impacts on those of you who don’t



Silver Waterfall
By Annette Hartley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card & Paper: CEM03A4 White Linen Card, CNTD102CA4 Platinum
Double Sided Card, CNT102PA4 Platinum Paper.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL542U-02 Anniversary, XL554U-02 Heart Border
and XL604U-02 Letters.

Heart Die-Cut or Punches: 20mm & 35mm, and 60mm of 12-15mm
Wide Silver Ribbon.

Card Mount: GF08U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

45mm

10mm

1
2
3
4
5
6

145mm

145mm

45mm

Tape on back

Platinum paper: Cut two panels
at 45mm x 205mm & two at 35mm
x 195mm. White card: Cut two
panels at 40mm x 200mm & two 
at 30mm x 190mm. Matt these 
together in two sets, then stick
one set onto each front panel.

For the inside, cut the platinum
paper to 95mm x 205mm & 85mm
x 195mm, and white card to 90mm
x 200mm & 80mm x 190mm. Keep
the smallest (white) one aside and
matt the other three together in
size order, then add into the card.

Prepare the last white panel by
making two slits across it, start
and finish 12mm from each side
edge. Measuring up from the bot-
tom each time, make the first slit
at 50mm and the next at 80mm. 

Cut a 50mm x 250mm strip of
double sided platinum card. Mark

it as shown on the dia-
gram, the 7 lines going
across are all 10mm
apart. Fold the strip for-
ward along the top hori-

zontal line as
shown, then
forward
along all
the other
horizontal
lines too.

Fold the
ribbon in half
and firmly
stick it to the

back of the strip as shown, with
the looped end showing below.

Slip the 45mm end of the strip
through the lower slit in the card
from the front, then back out
through the top slit. Fold the strip
along the top score line. 

Position the strip so the lower
front edge is 7mm below the top
slit, firmly stick it in place at this
point only, ensuring all tape or 
glue stays below the slit. 

Stick this into the card by the
edges of the white panel only,
leaving the strip free to move. 

Cut six 44mm squares from
white card. Punch or die-cut six
small white hearts and six larger
silver hearts. Stick a silver and a
white heart centrally onto each
square. Add a letter to each heart
to spell out the word ’silver’. 

Stick one square, by the top
edge only, onto each 10mm sec-
tion on the silver strip, start with
section 1, working up to 6. Now
pull the ribbon loop down, the
squares will lift and open revealing
those beneath in a waterfall effect.

Decorate the card with heart
borders and the anniver-
sary wording as shown.

Cut a 30mm wide full
length strip of silver card.
Matt on a 25mm strip of
white card and a 20mm
strip of silver paper. Wrap
this around the card to
get a good fit, it will need
to be about 102mm wide,
with a 4mm deep fold at
each side, overlap the
ends and stick closed.

Finish with two white
hearts, adding the initials
of the couple to the cen-
tre as shown.
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LIST OF WORDS:

BROCADE CALICO CHEESECLOTH
CHIFFON CORDUROY COTTON
CREPE DENIM FAUX FUR
FLEECE INTERFACING LACE
LAME LEATHERETTE LINEN
MUSLIN NET NYLON
ORGANZA RAYON SATEEN
SATIN SILK TULLE
VELVET VOILE WOOL

Spot The Picture
Spot The Pictures In The Magazine Competition

Six Prizes:
£20 Craft Creations Voucher

Wordsearch
Wordsearch Competition

Simply find which of the 27 words in the list
does not appear in the grid below.

RULES:

Six Prizes:
£20 Craft Creations Voucher

Write your name and address on the back of a postcard
along with the missing word and post to: Craft Creations,
WORD Puzzle 81, at the address shown above or email 
your entry to wordsearch@craftcreations.com - to arrive no
later than the 19th Sept 2016. The names of the winners
will be in the next magazine. Please see the rules above.

Simply find on which page in the Summer 2016 mag
each of these ‘enlarged’ part pictures was taken from.
Write your name and address on the back of a postcard
along with the picture number and appropriate page num-
ber and post to: Craft Creations, SPOT Puzzle 81, Ingersoll
House, Delamare Road, Cheshunt, Herts, EN8 9HD or
email your entry to spotthepicture@craftcreations.com - to
arrive no later than the 19th September 2016. The names
of the winners will be in the next magazine.

Only one entry allowed per person for both the ‘Spot
The Picture’ and the ‘Wordsearch’ competitions. The
prizes are as described and no alternatives will be offered.
Prizes will be given to the first six correct entries drawn
after the closing date. Any illegible or ambiguous entries 
or entries without the name and full address of the entrant
will be disqualified. The decision of the judges is final.

Winners of STP80: Congratulations to the following 
subscribers whose correct entries (Pic 1 - p34, Pic 2 - p37,
Pic 3 - p23, Pic 4 - p22, Pic 5 - p35, Pic 6 - p36) were
picked: 1st Prize: Patricia Merrifield - Cornwall. 2nd Prize:
Rona Williams - Gwynedd and Alex Cole - Lancashire.
3rd Prize: Mrs K.F. Syers - Powys, Janice Walsh - Australia
and June Bowskill - Lincolnshire.
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Winners of Wordsearch 80: Congratulations to the following subscribers whose correct entries (the missing
word was ‘Gallop’) were picked out of the box: Mrs L.Y. Folder - Avon, Thelma Elliott - South Yorkshire, Mrs A.P.
Bristow - S.E. London, Mrs S. Wanger - Essex, Mrs P. Osborne - Worcestershire, Eileen Bowsley - East Yorkshire. 

mailto:spotthepicture@craftcreations.com
mailto:wordsearch@craftcreations.com
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To All at Craft Creations

Just a note to say how sorry I am that there will
be no more magazine. 

I can’t remember exactly how many years I have
subscribed, but have always looked forward to 
receiving it and the useful free gifts too. My main
craft hobby is cross stitch and I am the co-ordin-
ator of a group of ladies who make hassocks for
our parish church, but with your magazine I have
made some lovely cards for special friends and
family. I shall cherish the last two copies and file
them away with the others.

My very best wishes to all the production team -
you have done a great job.

Yours sincerely 

Marilyn Spice, Kent.

Dear All

I have subscribed to your magazine ever since
you started, and am really, REALLY sad that they
are to be discontinued. I do understand why, but 
I personally do not have, or ever use, a computer
for reasons I will not bore you with! 

So, for those of us who do not use the internet,
will you still send us ‘paper’ updates of your prod-
ucts like the ones that came with this issue? I
trust you will still take orders over the phone?

Obviously a yearly charge for these updates
would be quite acceptable. I love my ‘mags’ and
the way I can pick one out and peruse the lovely
designs within, and am very sad that they are
ending. I do love your products and shall continue
to support you all, you do a grand job.

Very best wishes

Jacquelyn Johnson, Dorset.
We will be producing our printed updates and
sending them out with orders as usual, and you
will still be able to place telephone orders, Ed.

Dear Magazine Team

A big ‘Thank You’ to all involved in producing the
magazine, it is the only one I purchase and I shall
sorely miss the delights it has always delivered. 

My one huge concern is that not being a televi-
sion subscriber, nor a computer user, I am going
to be at a disadvantage without anything from you
on paper. Please don’t let that happen, I know
that I am one of a dying breed, but I am passing
on to the next generation many of my crafting
passions and the concept that life is too precious
to be spent in front of a screen!! All three boys,
aged under 13, can knit, crochet and embroider
and they use these skills now at their own choice
in school projects.

Card making has been my therapeutic outlet 
following a breakdown. It is such a thrill to see
how many of ones skills can be put into a card,
and they are small projects, good for when con-
centration is poor. To my astonishment, a few
years back I realized that in 50 years I have not
sent one bought Christmas card!

Without Craft Creations I would be lost, all my
card making products come from you. Thank you
for an amazing service over the years. I look for-
ward with anticipation to see how you manage 
the changes that will come with the ending of
your superb, high quality magazine.

Susan Mercer, Surrey.

Dear Craft Team,

Over numerous years I have enjoyed every issue
of the magazine, and often articles have triggered
me to come up with ideas of my own. 

I feel guilty that time has not permitted me to 
contribute any articles, but before moving here I
taught ten ladies weekly with crafts and two of
them went on to start their own card business 
and often working for charity. Also at that time I
had a number of housebound ladies who relied 
on me to call with a card selection.

I moved into assisted living nearly eleven years
ago, with a population of about 55-60 residents,
many housebound. I am able still to supply their
needs for all occasions cards. I know I work
slower now, and wonder how long God will spare
me to carry on as I celebrated my 100th birthday
in January. 

A very big thank you for all the joy and inspiration
over the years.

Evelyn Andrews, Surrey.
Many congratulations on your 100th birthday, you
sound amazing and we are in awe of you, Ed.

£10VoucherFor Each LetterPrinted
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To All at Craft Creations,

However shall we manage without our 3 monthly
‘fix’ of Craft Creations magazine, it really doesn’t
bear thinking about. 

Like a lot of your other readers, I have had the
magazine right from the start, so at least we can
get plenty of inspiration by looking through our
(soon to be) 82 existing copies. 

We shall miss you, but look forward to seeing 
how you will keep in touch with us, and to all 
your new ideas.

My very best wishes to you all for your future
plans.

Sheila Wakelin, Derbyshire.

Dear All at Craft Creations

It was with great sadness that I read that the 
Craft Creations magazine production will cease. 
I have been a subscriber since issue 1 and still
have every copy. 

On receipt I eagerly flag up items which I find
most inspiring, for quick access in the future, and
the chores are set aside that day in favour of 
sitting and going through the catalogue with a 
cup of tea at the ready!

During all the years I have looked forward to 
receiving the next issue with much anticipation
and have been helped through times of joy, 
stress and sadness. I have participated in some 
of the competitions and had two pieces of my
work published.

My life has changed somewhat during the past 
20 years, watching five grandchildren grow up to
become interesting adults, all of whom share my
love of crafting. I have moved home twice and
dealt with serious illness and then the loss of my
husband two years ago. I became very ill last 
year and have been diagnosed with cancer.

During these traumatic events I have sometimes
found solace in my cardmaking, especially when
things have become too much to bear and I have
needed some distraction.

I look forward to hearing your plans to keep in
touch, and how we may continue to purchase
stock, as well as seeing all the new ideas as they
become available. 

Thank you for all you have done for so many, and
especially for me, and I wish you every success
and enjoyment as you continue to be part of the
Craft Creations Team.

Frances Godbolt, Surrey.

Dear Craft Creations,

I started using Craft Creations many years ago
when I lived in Potters Bar, firstly for pressed
flower cards and then for cross stitched cards. 

When you launched the quarterly magazine I was
there from day one, and over the years I have 
introduced several of my friends to your products.
I can’t tell you how sad I am that you are no
longer going to produce the magazine, I so look
forward to it each time.

On the positive side, I do still have all my copies
from issue one and will be able to refer to them
for ideas for years to come.

Rosemary Wickens, Bedfordshire.

Dear Craft Creations Team

I am very sorry that your inspirational magazine is
to be discontinued. It is so unique in that it gives
us ‘hands-on’ ideas that do not always rely on
buying packs of matching papers, toppers etc. 

Although I do some die-cutting, I have always 
enjoyed ‘paper piercing’, tracing, cutting and
sticking. My old magazines are always to hand
and I often turn to them when I run out of ideas. 

Thank you so much for keeping going for so 
long and I will still continue to buy my crafting 
materials from you.

Pamela Groom, Warwickshire.

Dear All at Craft Creations

A short note to thank you for all the years of your
wonderful magazine, of which I have every one. 
I became a customer of yours way back when 
you were in Tottenham, and have continued to 
be one ever since.

Here’s hoping you continue to prosper as a com-
pany for many more years to come. So sorry to
see the magazine come to an end.

Kindest regards

Dorothy Ellyatt, Norfolk.

Dear Craft Creations

I am so sorry there will be only two more issues 
of the magazine. I have enjoyed them from the
very beginning, and like many of your readers
have always found it the best on the market.

With many thanks and every good wish to you all.

Louise Faller, Hampshire.
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Left: 
Pauline Dawson,
Hampshire.
I covered the front of
my card with lilac paper
and mounted one of my
favourite découpage
designs on mirri card 
in the centre. For some
sparkle I added small
gems to the centres 
of all the flowers in the
image. I added a ribbon
and decorated with
some butterflies which
have been coloured 
to match.

Above: Ann Martin, Hertfordshire.
The birthday greeting is backed with
torn mulberry paper and mounted
over football print paper. 

Right: Sheena Weeks, Hertfordshire.
The white card front is die-cut and
embossed then overlaid onto a blue
textured card. The lady and greeting
panel are also die cut.

Above: 
Jacquie Woodhouse, IOW.
This beach scene is made
with torn paper and peel-
off stickers backed onto
various papers and colour-

ed with permanent pen. Glit-
tered swirls make the waves of

the sea.

Below: 
Joan Marshall, Devon.

The card blank is covered
with a floral print paper,

decorated with three white
felt rabbits, complete with bow-

ties and some easter peel-offs.

Right: Wendy Kibourn, Essex.
This elephant is hand-cut from 
white card. The body is covered 
with a dot patterned creative paper
and the ear, tail and rocker de-
tails have been cut from purple
pearlescent card. Little ribbon
bows adorn the ear and tail. But-
tons shaped like stars and a peel-off
sticker greeting decorate the rocker.

Below:
Mrs E. Owen, Middlesex.
A road map has been cut with a 
deckled edge to make the back-
ground paper for this card. A motor-
bike topper and banner from the
matching découpage sheet have
been mounted in the corners.
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Left: 
Pearl Tant, Essex.
I used a plain white card and
folded the front diagonally
back on itself, covering the
flap and inside of the card
with self adhesive glitter vinyl.
Both the toppers were backed
onto pink glitter card and
mounted on sticky fixers. I
added the corners from the
topper sheet and a ‘Thank
You’ peel-off for decoration.

Below: Ann Webb, Essex.
The cat découpage is

mounted onto a piece of
paw print paper and then
onto neatly frayed mulberry
paper for the main panel of
the card. Small circle ban-
ners from the découpage
sheet have been used to
decorate the steps which 
are covered with poppy
paper and peel-off stickers.

Above: 
Norah Watchorn, 
Nottinghamshire.
The wooden surround of the snooker table has
been cut from ribbed kraft card and mounted 
on a rectangle of green felt which works well for
the table surface. Coloured dots of card have
been used to make the balls which are arranged
ready for the game. Peel-off stickers have been
added to the frame and to the card blank.

Left:
Pat Llewelyn, 
Oxfordshire.
This design is made in layered shades of
pink pearlescent card. The centre is a paper
punched circle with scalloped edges deco-
rated with little white flowers and a peel-off
‘Happy Birthday’ sticker.

Above: Barbara Taylor, Cumbria.
Die-cut panels cut in a mix of different 
papers are mounted together to make a
frame for the two hearts which are deco-
rated in the style of a bride and groom.
Below is a band of black card threaded
through with silver ribbon and finished
with two more hearts. All the corners
have been marked with diagonal
pairs of gems.

Right: Margaret Robinson, Renf.
A wedding card made in bright
red and covered with a floral 
patterned paper. Finished with
an image of a bride and groom
and glitter peel-off sticker bor-
ders and lettering.

Right: Sue Walters, 
Hertfordshire.
I created this birthday
card using a photo-
graph of my own
original artwork
‘Belt-up!’ which 
was painted in
acrylics and won
a prize in the
2015 Romsley
Art Group Exhi-
bition. I deco-
rated the
card with a
few borders
and words.
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Competition Winners
Any Occasion - Card Competition
WINNER

Right: Robin Lynch, London.
A cute design made from cut fabric
and card. The striking green panel and
tree trunks are made with a wax resist
technique using various paints, creat-
ing a wonderfully unique piece.

Below:
Dorothy Davies, Pembrokeshire.
This elegant card is marked by its
arrangement of pressed flowers in 
a triangle on the front. The design
combines soft pearlescent papers
with bolder gold stickers.

Right:
Janet Waterhouse, West Yorkshire.
A vibrant silk painting in warm oranges
and blues mounted simply and smartly
in the aperture of a plain 
textured card.

Below: June Harris, Hampshire.
Perfect for a summer birthday, this de-
sign is made from strips of paper, with
torn edges creating some lovely detail.

Left: Karen McArthur, Moray.
Impressively assembled from a pair of

single fold cards, this
pretty wallet is covered
with lilac paper, the
edges are inked and the
flap is decorated with
rosette pinwheels. The
wallet opens to reveal 
a pretty interior with a
smaller card inside.
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Competition Winners
Any Occasion – Winners Card Competition
WINNER

Right:
Lesley Ansell, Oxfordshire.
A quirky and busy die-cut design that makes a
unique and exciting ‘Thank You’ card. The card
blank is die-cut into a hexagon and several
background layers of pearlescent card are
stacked on sticky fixers. A host of bees,
complete with translucent wings, are
placed around some bold white flowers.

Below:
Annette Hartley,
West Yorkshire.
An adorable baby card made in shades
of pink. The pram has a folded paper
hood and folded rosette wheels, both
topped off with buttons. The pram is
mounted inside a frame of gingham paper
which has been split with a thick white 
frame, neatly decorated with peel-off stickers

backed
onto
more of
the pale 
pink gingham
paper.

Left: 
Christine Seed, West Yorkshire.
A glowing Easter card in bright colours
with pretty golden details to match the
main topper image. The left edge has a
bright golden paper-pricked flourish
down it, topped with gems and bright
yellow butterflies.

Left: 
Natalie Dodd, 
Leicestershire.
This neat design is perfect for any foot-
ball fan. The sections are made in light
blue check paper with the gold accents
and deep blue edges.

Below:
Liz Futter, Lincolnshire.
The large lettering is stamped onto
white card and cut out in one piece,
then stamped again onto the patterned
papers, which are cut out and layered
making a very pretty design.
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